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The desire for a motorcycle – any motorcycle – to 
deliver speed, precision, air time and confidence 
while tackling rocks, trails, mud, sand, water and 
undergrowth means the 2021 KTM EXC line-up is 
the ultimate Enduro range for consideration. The 
combination of three 2-stroke models with the 
ground-breaking transfer port injection (TPI) system 
and four 4-strokes ensures that riders and racers 
of any age or ability will have the equipment to 
suit their needs whether for race or play. Not only 
is there plenty of choice but the versatility, engine 
power, handling and aptitude of the KTM EXC range 
means each and every model is guaranteed to thrill.

As with the sister roster of KTM SX motocross tech-
nology, the influx of racing expertise and experience 
coupled with decades of offroad knowledge and 
refinement of small details allow the latest version 
of KTM EXC machines to again position the bar in 
the Enduro market. 

NEW HEIGHTS 
OF ENDURO PERFORMANCE

The motorcycles that benefit from suspension, chas-
sis and engine modifications for 2021 consist of: 

2-STROKE
/ / KTM 150 EXC TPI

/ / KTM 250 EXC TPI

/ / KTM 300 EXC TPI 

4-STROKE
/ / KTM 250 EXC-F

/ / KTM 350 EXC-F

/ / KTM 450 EXC-F

/ / KTM 500 EXC-F

The 2021 KTM EXC range is further enhanced by 
the KTM EXC SIX DAYS models and the 
 KTM 300 EXC TPI ERZBERGRODEO, a series of 
limited-edition machines designed to conquer the 
toughest trails and most demanding races around 
the globe. Providing a premium experience thanks 
to an extended list of race-refined components, 
these unique machines are 100% READY TO 
RACE right out of the crate.

From the sprightly KTM 150 EXC TPI 2-stroke 
machine to the growling 4-stroke grunt of the  
KTM 500 EXC-F, the 2021 KTM EXC model range 
is the most comprehensive and exhilarating Enduro 
model line-up available on the market today. 



Enduro and the rigors of the WESS Enduro World 
Championship allow KTM to assess its motorcycles 
over some of the most difficult, extreme and diverse 
terrain and against some of the most technically 
prolific offroaders on the planet. Following a solid 
2019 campaign that saw KTM racer Manuel Let-
tenbichler crowned the 2019 WESS Enduro World 
Champion, the championship was also an effective 
testing ground for the development of KTM´s newest 
EXC range. 

Throughout their 2019 WESS Enduro World Cham-
pionship campaigns, KTM mounted racers put speci-
fic models from the KTM 4-stroke and 2-stroke range 
through their paces trying them to their absolute 
limits on occasion. Every epic event such as the Red 

Bull Romaniacs and the Red Bull ErzbergRodeo are 
more stringent testing grounds to know what works, 
what ‘endures’, what can be improved and what the 
top riders request in order to make any obstacle part 
of a playground. This information has been utilized 
and it ensures that the latest generation of KTM EXC 
is as race-refined as ever. 

Enduro is the foundation of KTM. Nowadays athle-
tes like Josep Garcia, Manuel Lettenbichler, Jonny 
Walker and Nathan Watson are the ones pushing 
new limits of the KTM EXC portfolio while hel-
ping developments and upgrades flow into serial 
production.

WE RACE 
TO WIN

IN SHORT, AT KTM WE RACE TO WIN… 



UPDATED FOR 2021
ENGINES, SUSPENSION & AESTHETICS

For 2021 KTM has worked on optimization and upgrades 
to enhance the rider’s feeling throughout the line-up of 
KTM EXC motorcycles. These modifications take the forms 
of changes to stock suspension components and settings, 
as well as engine reinforcements and brand-new graphics 
denoting an even ‘racier’ look and feel.

SUSPENSION
Providing optimal damping and suspension characte-
ristics, the WP XPLOR front fork has received minor 
updates for 2021. Offering race proven performance 
in the most extreme enduro conditions, the updated 
forks of the 2021 KTM EXC models now comes with 
an additional preload adjuster that allows for easy 
setting changes for varying track and trail conditions.

ENGINES
Combining minimum weight with optimal power, all KTM 
EXC model engines set the benchmark in their respective 
classes. For 2021, the KTM 150 EXC engine has been 
given a new piston, which has been cast instead of forged 
and will bring increased performance in terms of consis-
tency. The same quest to push mechanical limits even fur-
ther with the 4-strokes sees the KTM 450 EXC-F and KTM 
500 EXC-F models provided with a reworked shift locker.

GRAPHICS
All KTM EXC models wear 2021 ‘clot-
hing’ thanks to updated plastics and a 
READY TO RACE livery scheme across 
the range. The updated aesthetics will 
mark the motorcycles as the newest 
bikes on the trail and have been desig-
ned to offer optimal ergonomics in an 
overall ‘racy’ design package.



2021 KTM EXC 2-STROKE MACHINES
2021 marks the fourth year of KTM’s 
advanced and electronically controlled 
2-stroke fuel injection system. TPI bre-
athed new life into the 2-stroke engine 
concept with extended possibilities for 
performance, rider sensation and the deli-
very of fast yet dependable power, whilst 
meeting the latest standards for emissions. 

The practical advantages are also obvious: 
there is no need for re-jetting or worry for 
the climate, altitude or conditions for a 
race or ride-out. Automatic and electroni-
cally applied lubrication is another massive 
asset. The 2021 KTM EXC 2-stroke models 
are ready to tackle the most extreme trails 
on the planet.

ULTRA-LIGHT
EXTREME ENDURO

2-STROKE



KTM 300 EXC TPI
The KTM 300 EXC TPI is the roster leader simply because of it‘s superior 
output with a wide spread of revs and torque through the spectrum of a 
light engine package to satisfy even the most advanced Enduro rider. The 
cylinder and exhaust ports were refined for 2020 and are the center of 
the motorcycle’s power arch for 2021; the KTM 300 EXC TPI’s speed is 
filtered through a six-speed Pankl gearbox with assistance from the DDS 
and Brembo hydraulic clutch. There is not a single track, path or obstacle 
that will stand in the way of the KTM 300 EXC TPI.

KTM 250 EXC TPI
Quarter-liter prowess and where the desire for both optimum power 
and maximum agility meet in the middle: the KTM 250 EXC TPI is the 
ideal solution. Sharing many technical aspects to its 300 cc sibling, the 
KTM 250 EXC TPI continues the company’s long and successful 250 
cc 2-stroke lineage and thanks to transfer port injection (TPI) the 2021 
model retains the same level of competitiveness and excitement. 

KTM 150 EXC TPI
2021 is the second year that this incredibly nimble and torquey motor-
cycle forces its way onto the market. The KTM 150 EXC TPI was created 
to trouble 250 cc 4-strokes and thanks to the lightweight and compact, 
updated motor it remains as fiercely spirited and vibrant as it was on its 
launch. A DS hydraulic clutch, 39mm throttle body, advanced Engine 
Management system, six-speed gearbox, e-starter and 3D stamped exhaust 
technology as well as high-quality components like Brembo brakes only 
heighten the KTM 150 EXC TPI’s profile and allure.

2-STROKE



2021 KTM EXC 4-STROKE MACHINES
KTM refuses to knock down a gear in its mission 
to make the EXC-F models the most competitive 
4-stroke machines on the market today. Low 
weight, unbeatable torque, efficient engine 
management, sensitive delivery and even more 

reliability have been KTM’s development priorities 
over the last years. Designed for riders of any skill 
range, the 2021 KTM EXC-F models are highly-
capable race-winning machines across all offroad 
racing disciplines.

RACE-PROVEN
PERFORMANCE

4-STROKE



KTM 250 EXC-F
Already a proven and tremendously effective motorcycle the KTM 250 
EXC-F gains extra versatility in preparation for the rigors and diversity of 
Enduro. The engine weighs less than 28 kg and pushes out torque and 
power all the way up to 12,800 rpm. Construction and bore from the 
motocross base is a starting point for other additions such as the reliable 
e-starter with Mitsuba starter motor; an asset for moments when the out-
doors gets the better of the rider.

KTM 350 EXC-F
Conceived to bring the performance and pace of a ‘450’ together with the 
liveliness and handling of a ‘250’, the unique blend found in the 2021 
KTM 350 EXC-F ensures that this bike remains one of KTM‘s most popu-
lar offroaders. Its engine is a fine example of engineering minimalism and 
weight-saving and is housed in a chassis with an acute degree of flex and 
stiffness to guarantee the fine handling brought by the best of KTM’s EXC 
family. 

KTM 450 EXC-F
The KTM 450 EXC-F is a high-tech powerhouse for riders looking for loads 
of 4-stroke performance combined with great agility when competing in 
tough offroad races. At the heart of the motorcycle is the lightest offroad 
single cylinder unit on the market, with a mound of torque emanating 
from robust and compact engine architecture. Weighing a little over a 
kilogram more than the KTM 250 EXC-F motor, the KTM 450 EXC-F is a 
technical feat that delivers and delivers. Vibration is carefully checked by 
optimized crank drives with plain bearings and a multifunctional balancer 
shaft helps equilibrate the oscillating masses.

KTM 500 EXC-F
The expanses of a wide trail and the knowledge that many kilometers 
stretch ahead means the sturdy grunt and speed of the KTM 500 EXC-F 
is the only real choice. The bike is assisted by sophisticated mass centra-
lization and race proven geometry, so while the horsepower and the thrill 
of speed is a certainty, the competent chassis makes the bike one of the 
most outstanding expressions of Enduro performance. 

4-STROKE
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KTM EXC SIX DAYS 2021
No chain is stronger than its weakest link, 
so when facing the ultimate challenge every 
element needs to be as tough as the rest. 
Demonstrating its continuous support to 
the annual International Six Days Enduro 
(ISDE), KTM has developed a race-winning 
package in each of its 2021 KTM EXC SIX 

DAYS models. Featuring an impressive list 
of components including latest spec WP 
XPLOR forks, CNC machined triple clamps, 
a map select switch and an exclusive 
design, these models not only look the part, 
but are ready for the hardest special tests.

BUILT FOR THE 
TOUGHEST CHALLENGE

 KTM 350 EXC-F SIX DAYS

SIX DAYS SPECIAL FEATURES

> SILENCERS WITH NEW SIX DAYS LOGO

> RIMS WITH NEW SIX DAYS LOGO

> ENGINE GUARD

> FRONT AXLE PULLER

> STEALTH REAR SPROCKET

>  RADIATOR FAN FOR ALL 4-STROKES

> HANDLEBAR WITH NEW SIX DAYS LOGO

> SOLID REAR BRAKE DISC

>  FLOATING FRONT BRAKE DISC

> ORANGE FRAME

> ORANGE CNC TRIPLE CLAMPS

> ORANGE CHAIN GUIDE

> SIX DAYS SEAT

and many more…



KTM 300 EXC TPI ERZBERGRODEO
The ErzbergRodeo Red Bull Hare Scramble 
in Austria is known to be one of the 
toughest extreme enduro races on the 
planet. A truly limited-edition machine, 
the KTM 300 EXC TPI ERZBERGRODEO 
features a long list of special parts that 

reinforce its READY TO RACE bloodline. 
A special tribute to the iconic event, this 
unique bike is ready to take you forward in 
your journey to conquer the most extreme 
terrain on the planet.

AS EXTREME
AS IT GETS

KTM 300 EXC TPI ERZBERGRODEO

KTM 300 EXC TPI ERZBERGRODEO FEATURES

> ERZBERG GRAPHICS (XX6) WITH ORANGE FRAME

> FACTORY WHEELS

> METZELER EXTREME REAR SOFT TIRE

> CLOSED HAND GUARDS

> RADIATOR PROTECTORS

>  RADIATOR FAN

> CNC MACHINED TRIPLE CLAMPS

> SKID PLATE

> FACTORY SEAT

> FRONT BRAKE DISC GUARD

> REAR SOLID DISC PLUS REAR DISC GUARD

> MAP SELECT SWITCH

> SUPERSPROX STEALTH REAR SPROCKET

> CHAIN GUIDE BRACKET PROTECTION

> PULL STRAPS

> OIL PLUG

> CLUTCH SLAVE CYLINDER PROTECTION

> REAR BRAKE SAFETY WIRE



THE 2021 
UPDATES
AT A GLANCE
KTM EXC 2021
/ / New 2021 colors and graphics

/ / Front fork with additional preload adjuster 

KTM 150 EXC TPI
/ / New cast piston instead of forged

KTM 450 EXC-F & KTM 500 EXC-F
/ / Reworked shift locker
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KTM POWERWEAR & KTM POWERPARTS
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>  VISIT KTM.COM TO VIEW THE ENTIRE  
KTM POWERPARTS & POWERWEAR RANGE

LED-HEADLIGHT Intense and  
extremely robust 1500 Lumen headlight, 
specifically developed for the Enduro range.

COMP LIGHT HELMET Advanced, 
lightweight offroad helmet with removable, 
moisture-wicking inner lining and cheek pads.

WAVE SEAT Freedom of movement  
and perfect grip, thanks to the “wave surface”, 
which acts as a stepped seat - even though  
it isn’t one.

RACETECH GLOVES Lightweight  
offroad gloves with silicone print for better  
grip, touchscreen functionality and LYCRA® 
finger sidewalls.

SKID PLATE Made from special high-strength 
plastic, the skid plate has been developed to 
provide the maximum level of protection, at the 
lowest possible weight. 

HUSTLE MX GOGGLES Advanced 
performance MX goggles with three-layer  
fleece foam lining and LEXAN® glass. 

FACTORY TRIPLE CLAMP Manufactured 
from the highest grade aluminum and tuned 
to produce perfect steering stem stiffness 
and flexibility – adapted precisely to the WP fork. 

RACETECH PANTS Durable, lightweight 
offroad pants with perforated ventilation zones, 
heatproof and abrasion-resistant leather knee 
reinforcement.

FACTORY FRONT WHEEL Anodized  
D.I.D DirtStar rim, developed to produce the 
ideal compromise between rigidity and flexibility. 

RACETECH SHIRT Robust quality and 
lightweight with breathable mesh panels for 
optimum ventilation, along with raglan-style 
sleeves for added comfort.

AKRAPOVIČ “SLIP-ON LINE” This 
Akrapovič slip-on silencer offers more power and 
torque, uncompromising factory racing looks, 
and substantial weight savings. 

TECH 7 EXC BOOTS Made exclusively  
for enduro riding with a non-slip  
two-component sole and a stainless steel  
heel and toe protection.

01A

04D

02B

05E

03C

06F

KTM PowerWear and KTM PowerParts have been developed to 
deliver the highest levels of performance, protection and agility 
for both the rider and their motorcycle.

MADE FOR  
EXTREMES 



High Speed Rebound Valve

SUPERTRAX High Speed Valve

SUPERTRAX Spring

PERFORMANCE is more than a word to us – it is central to all we do. To allow you to perform at your 
highest level, WP Suspension is dedicated to developing performance-focused suspensions and equip-
ment that deliver reliability and consistency to riders. So, whether you’re a professional racer or an avid 
leisure motorcyclist, you benefit from the same single-minded approach, that allows the world’s fastest 
to get in front.
WP Suspensions‘ relentless pursuit of winning performance fuels our continued INNOVATION and pro-
duct progression. With a network consisting of 139 AUTHORIZED CENTERS in 28 Countries, we strive 
to provide the best service and guidance across the board to support our community.

The SUPERTRAX technology improves the TRAX System. SUPERTRAX, similar to the TRAX System, The SUPERTRAX technology improves the TRAX System. SUPERTRAX, similar to the TRAX System, 
detects the lack of ground contact of the rear wheel and enables a faster rebound of the shock detects the lack of ground contact of the rear wheel and enables a faster rebound of the shock 
absorber by opening a bypass oil valve. In addition, SUPERTRAX allows the rebound damping to be absorber by opening a bypass oil valve. In addition, SUPERTRAX allows the rebound damping to be 
adjusted, leaving the rider in control of the speed of the rebound movement. With just a few simple adjusted, leaving the rider in control of the speed of the rebound movement. With just a few simple 
adjustments, the traction and riding comfort can be optimally adjusted for every track. adjustments, the traction and riding comfort can be optimally adjusted for every track. 

WP XPLOR PRO 8946 SHOCK

WP XPLOR PRO 7548 FORK

The XPLOR PRO 8946 SHOCK is unaffected by all the obstacles the terrain throws at it. Due to the 
highly innovative SUPERTRAX technology, the rebound speed can be optimized via adjusters after a 
lift off of the rear wheel and the time without ground contact can be drastically reduced. This means 
that offroad riders with the XPLOR PRO 8946 SHOCK are back on the throttle faster and dig their rear 
wheel into the dirt.  Reduced motorcycle compression and a more upright riding position reduces the 
physical stress on the rider and ensures a crucial advantage in competition.

The XPLOR PRO 7548 FORK offers ambitious riders tailor-made peak performance and compromi-
se-free offroad dynamics thanks to WP CONE VALVE technology. The cone-shaped valve requires no 
shim stacks and prevents abrupt hardening or loss of damping due to bent shims. The XPLOR PRO 
7548 FORK combines comfort with improved breakthrough reserves and enables an exceptionally 
direct response on any terrain. It is no coincidence that WP XPLOR PRO COMPONENTS have been an 
integral part of the leading class in motor sports for years.

•  Increased control and a more comfortable riding experience

•   Individual adjustability of the rebound movement

• More grip and traction of the rear wheel and therefore improved acceleration

• The motorcycle rides in a more upright position, even after repeated bumps

• SUPERTRAX technology is used by factory teams in Enduro, MX and Rally

•   Reduction of the physical stress for the rider

•   Development in close cooperation with current title holders in offroad motorsport  

• All settings can be made externally

•   High quality coating for exceptional durability

•   The unlimited opening ability of the WP CONE VALVE reduces abrupt hardening

•   Increased comfort in every riding situation

These parts are available only directly via your WP Authorized Center Network. To find the right article number for your bike, visit the suspension configurator at www.wp-suspension.com/product-finder or directly search for your dealer at www.wp-suspension.com/authorized-centers.

PERFORMANCE & 
INNOVATION
SUPERTRAX

WP SUSPENSION

WWW.WP-SUSPENSION.COM



KTM 150 EXC TPI KTM 250 EXC TPI KTM 300 EXC TPI

ENGINE (LIQUID COOLED)

ENGINE TYPE Single-cylinder, 2-stroke, Exhaust control Single-cylinder, 2-stroke, Exhaust control Single-cylinder, 2-stroke, Exhaust control

ENGINE MANAGEMENT Continental TPI System Continental TPI System Continental TPI System

DISPLACEMENT 143.99 cc 249 cc 293.2 cc

BORE X STROKE 58 mm x 54.5 mm 66.4 mm x 72 mm 72 mm x 72 mm

COMPRESSION RATIO - - -

STARTER / BATTERY E-starter/kick-starter system / Lithium Ion 12V 2 Ah E-starter / Lithium Ion 12V 2 Ah E-starter / Lithium Ion 12V 2 Ah

FUEL SYSTEM Dellorto throttle body Ø 39 mm Dellorto throttle body Ø 39 mm Dellorto throttle body Ø 39 mm

TRANSMISSION
CLUTCH Wet multi-disc DS clutch, Brembo hydraulics Wet multi-disc DDS clutch, Brembo hydraulics Wet multi-disc DDS clutch, Brembo hydraulics

LUBRICATION Electronically regulated oil pump Electronically regulated oil pump Electronically regulated oil pump

GEARBOX 6 gears 6 gears 6 gears

GEAR RATIOS 12:33  15:31  17:28  19:26  21:25  20:20 14:32  16:26  20:25  22:23  25:22  26:20 14:32  16:26  20:25  22:23  25:22  26:20

PRIMARY RATIO / FINAL DRIVE 23:73 / 13:48 (13:50) 26:73 / 14:50 (13:50) 26:73 / 14:50 (13:50)

CHAIN X-Ring 5/8 x 1/4" X-Ring 5/8 x 1/4" X-Ring 5/8 x 1/4"

CHASSIS & BRAKES
FRAME Central double-cradle-type 25CrMo4 Central double-cradle-type 25CrMo4 Central double-cradle-type 25CrMo4

SUBFRAME Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum

HANDLEBAR NEKEN, Aluminum Ø 28 / 22 mm NEKEN, Aluminum Ø 28 / 22 mm NEKEN, Aluminum Ø 28 / 22 mm

STEERING HEAD ANGLE 63.5° 63.5° 63.5°

TRIPLE CLAMP OFFSET 22 mm 22 mm 22 mm

MUFFLER Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum

FRONT SUSPENSION WP XPLOR USD fork, Ø 48 mm WP XPLOR USD fork, Ø 48 mm WP XPLOR USD fork, Ø 48 mm

REAR SUSPENSION WP XPLOR  shock absorber with PDS WP XPLOR  shock absorber with PDS WP XPLOR  shock absorber with PDS

SUSPENSION TRAVEL FRONT / REAR 300 mm / 310 mm 300 mm / 310 mm 300 mm / 310 mm

WHEELBASE 1,482 ± 10 mm 1,482 ± 10 mm 1,482 ± 10 mm

RIMS FRONT / REAR 1.60 x 21"; 2.15 x 18" Giant 1.60 x 21"; 2.15 x 18" Giant 1.60 x 21"; 2.15 x 18" Giant

TIRES FRONT / REAR 80 / 100-21"; 140 / 80-18" 80 / 100-21"; 140 / 80-18" 80 / 100-21"; 140 / 80-18" 

BRAKE FRONT / REAR Disc brake Ø 260 / 220 mm Disc brake Ø 260 / 220 mm Disc brake Ø 260 / 220 mm

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT
SEAT HEIGHT / GROUND CLEARANCE 960 mm / 370 mm 960 mm / 370 mm 960 mm / 370 mm

TANKS CAPACITY approx. 9 liters approx. 9 liters approx. 9 liters

DRY WEIGHT approx. 96.8 kg approx. 103.4 kg approx. 103.4 kg 

KTM 250 EXC-F KTM 350 EXC-F KTM 450 EXC-F KTM 500 EXC-F

Single-cylinder, 4-stroke, 4V / DOHC with finger followers Single-cylinder, 4-stroke, 4V / DOHC with finger followers Single-cylinder, 4-stroke, 4V / OHC with rocker arms Single-cylinder, 4-stroke, 4V / DOHC with rocker arms

Keihin EMS Keihin EMS Keihin EMS Keihin EMS

249.91 cc 349.7 cc 449.9 cc 510.9 cc

78 mm x 52.3 mm 88 mm x 57.5 mm 95 mm x 63.4 mm 95 mm x 72 mm

13.8:1 13.5:1 12.75:1 12.75:1

E-starter / Lithium Ion 12V 2 Ah E-starter / Lithium Ion 12V 2 Ah E-starter / Lithium Ion 12V 2 Ah E-starter / Lithium Ion 12V 2 Ah

Keihin throttle body Ø 42 mm Keihin throttle body Ø 42 mm Keihin throttle body Ø 42 mm Keihin throttle body Ø 42 mm

Wet multi-disc DDS clutch, Brembo hydraulics Wet multi-disc DDS clutch, Brembo hydraulics Wet multi-disc DDS clutch, Brembo hydraulics Wet multi-disc DDS clutch, Brembo hydraulics

Pressure lubrication with 2 oil pumps Pressure lubrication with 2 oil pumps Pressure lubrication with 2 oil pumps Pressure lubrication with 2 oil pumps

6 gears 6 gears 6 gears 6 gears

13:32  16:30  16:24  23:28  23:23  26:20 14:32  16:26  20:25  22:23  25:22  26:20 14:36  17:32  19:28  22:26  23:24  26:21 14:36  17:32  19:28  22:26  23:24  26:21

24:73 / 14:52 (13:52) 24:73 / 14:52 (13:52) 31:76 / 14:52 (13:52) 31:76 / 14:50 (13:50)

X-Ring 5/8 x 1/4" X-Ring 5/8 x 1/4" X-Ring 5/8 x 1/4" X-Ring 5/8 x 1/4"

Central double-cradle-type 25CrMo4 Central double-cradle-type 25CrMo4 Central double-cradle-type 25CrMo4 Central double-cradle-type 25CrMo4

Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum

NEKEN, Aluminum Ø 28 / 22 mm NEKEN, Aluminum Ø 28 / 22 mm NEKEN, Aluminum Ø 28 / 22 mm NEKEN, Aluminum Ø 28/22 mm

63.5° 63.5° 63.5° 63.5°

22 mm 22 mm 22 mm 22 mm

Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum

WP XPLOR USD fork, Ø 48 mm WP XPLOR USD fork, Ø 48 mm WP XPLOR USD fork, Ø 48 mm WP XPLOR USD fork, Ø 48 mm

WP XPLOR  shock absorber with PDS WP XPLOR  shock absorber with PDS WP XPLOR  shock absorber with PDS WP XPLOR  shock absorber with PDS

300 mm / 310 mm 300 mm / 310 mm 300 mm / 310 mm 300 mm / 310 mm

1,482 ± 10 mm 1,482 ± 10 mm 1,482 ± 10 mm 1,482 ± 10 mm

1.60 x 21"; 2.15 x 18" Giant 1.60 x 21"; 2.15 x 18" Giant 1.60 x 21"; 2.15 x 18" Giant 1.60 x 21"; 2.15 x 18" Giant

80 / 100-21"; 140 / 80-18" 80 / 100-21"; 140 / 80-18" 80 / 100-21"; 140 / 80-18" 80/100-21"; 140/80-18" 

Disc brake Ø 260 / 220 mm Disc brake Ø 260 / 220 mm Disc brake Ø 260 / 220 mm Disc brake Ø 260 / 220 mm

960 mm / 355 mm 960 mm / 355 mm 960 mm / 355 mm 960 mm / 355 mm

approx. 9 liters approx. 9 liters approx. 9 liters approx. 9 liters

approx. 103 kg approx. 104 kg approx. 105.5 kg approx. 105.6 kg 

TECHNICAL  
DATA

2-STROKE 4-STROKE

SIX DAYS & ERZBERGRODEO 
EDITIONS AVAILABLESIX DAYS EDITION AVAILABLE SIX DAYS EDITION AVAILABLE SIX DAYS EDITION AVAILABLE SIX DAYS EDITION AVAILABLE SIX DAYS EDITION AVAILABLE



KTM MOTORCYCLES
AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND
402 Hoxton Park Road, Prestons NSW 2170

www.ktm.com

PRESS.KTM.COM
MEDIA.KTM.COM
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